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The network paradigm for quantum computing involves interconnecting many modules to form a
scalable machine. Typically it is assumed that the links between modules are prone to noise while
operations within modules have significantly higher fidelity. To optimise fault tolerance in such
architectures we introduce a hierarchical generalisation of the surface code: a small ‘patch’ of the
code exists within each module, and constitutes a single effective qubit of the logic-level surface
code. Errors primarily occur in a two-dimensional subspace, i.e. patch perimeters extruded over
time, and the resulting noise threshold for inter-module links can exceed ∼ 10% even in the absence
of purification. Increasing the number of qubits within each module decreases the number of qubits
necessary for encoding a logical qubit. But this advantage is relatively modest, and broadly speaking
a ‘fine grained’ network of small modules containing only ∼ 8 qubits is competitive in total qubit
count versus a ‘course’ network with modules containing many hundreds of qubits.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two different approaches to fabricating a
large-scale universal quantum computer. One is to cre-
ate a single ‘monolithic’ architecture in which each qubit
is directly and deterministically connected to its neigh-
bours. An alternative is the network architecture [1–8],
where a single quantum computer is formed from nu-
merous interlinked small devices, modules, each having
only a modest number qubits and correspondingly little
computational power. This approach may prove to be
well suited to ion trap systems [8–10] or colour centres
in diamond [11], where optical activity can be directly
harnessed to create a photonic link; modules comprised
of superconducting qubits can also be networked either
via microwave links [12] or by exploiting microwave to
optical converters. It is likely that the size of a mod-
ule, i.e. the number of physical qubits within it, may
vary dramatically according to the technology: whereas
a colour centre might have at most a dozen or so satellite
nuclear spins, a superconducting module could easily be
envisaged as a grid of hundreds of qubits. It is therefore
interesting to ask what impact the module size has on
performance characteristics such as the fault tolerance
threshold, and thus the total number of physical qubits
needed per logical qubit.
An advantage of the network architecture is its man-
ifest scalability. However, based on experimental re-
sults to-date it is reasonable to assume that inter-module
communications will only provide low-quality entangle-
ment [11, 13, 14] compared with intra-module quantum
gates [9, 10, 15, 16]. Whatever approach one adopts to
mitigate the noise on the links, there will inevitably be a
resource cost versus an idealised monolithic architecture
were all gates are of comparable fidelity to the intra-
module operations. In other words, to implement the
same quantum algorithm, more qubits are required on
the network architecture to overcome network noise. A
goal of this paper is to quantify this difference.
II. OUTLINE OF APPROACH
We investigate quantum computing with a network ar-
chitecture involving modules containing from only two
qubits to about a thousand qubits. In our study, we
exploit two methods to negate errors: entanglement
purification [1, 4] and error correction via the surface
code [17, 18]. Entanglement purification is a low-level
process that corrects errors in inter-module links and is
carried out individually within each module with the help
of classical communications. We use the term ‘broker
unit’ for the dedicated hardware (comprising one or more
qubits) associated with entanglement purification.
For small modules with only a few qubits in total, each
module only provides one qubit participating the surface
code while the rest are involved in purification. This
is equivalent to architectures that have been studied in
earlier papers [19, 20]. The challenge we tackle here is
to efficiently exploit large modules with at least tens of
qubits; our solution retains the purification but addition-
ally introduces a hierarchical variant of the surface code.
A piece of surface code (or ‘patch’) exists in every mod-
ule, such that each module can be effectively regarded
as a single qubit in a higher (logical level) surface code.
There are interesting consequences for the localisation
and correction of errors, given that such errors tend to
occur at the boundaries between the modular patches.
In essence the errors live in a two-dimensional space, one
spatial and one temporal dimension, so that the relevant
threshold is equivalent that of a two spatial dimension
system with perfect noise-free stabiliser measurement. In
this way the hierarchical surface code tolerates network
errors up to 15%, and purification techniques need only
bring the network noise within this limit.
One might expect that the performance of a network
computer will approach that of a monolithic computer
as the module size increases. To compare the resource
requirements we study the number of qubits required for
encoding a single logical qubit. We find that the total
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FIG. 1. A quantum computer built with optically networked
quantum modules. Black circles represent qubits. (a) Each
module contains a D ×D client-qubit array as well as 4×D
broker units on the perimeter, where D is the dimension of
module. The modules in this figure have D = 5. Broker units
achieve entanglement with one another via inter-module op-
tical couplings. Typically the raw entanglement will be gen-
erated by a joint measurement on photons emitted from op-
tically active broker qubits. Inside a broker unit, there are
additional ancilla qubits which are used to purify raw entan-
glement to a higher fidelity. (b) Each simple module only
contains one client qubit and one broker unit. A simple mod-
ule is coupled with four neighbouring modules via a switch
for rerouting the optical connection.
number of physical qubits required per logical qubit does
indeed decrease with the size of modules. For a practical
level of network noise and modules containing hundreds
of qubits, the cost of encoding a logical qubit on the
network architecture is still about nine times higher than
the cost on the monolithic architecture. Meanwhile we
find that for a ‘fine grained’ network comprised of small
modules containing only ∼ 8 qubits, the overhead versus
the monolithic system is a factor of about fifteen. It is
perhaps surprising that the resource cost associated with
adopting the flexible network paradigm varies so little
over a wide range of module sizes, i.e. network granularity
does not strongly affect the total resource cost.
III. SYSTEM
We consider a quantum computer built with networked
quantum modules as shown in Fig. 1. We focus on the
case that each module contains an array of client qubits
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FIG. 2. Square lattice of qubits for implementing the surface
code. Data qubits, X ancillary qubits and Z ancillary qubits
are represented by circles, crosses and squares, respectively.
The CNOT gate can be performed on any pair of qubits con-
nected by an edge. The figure depicts four modules each
with D = 5: solid edges correspond to intra-module gates,
and gates of dashed lines are implemented with inter-module
entanglement, i.e. distributed CNOT gates. Errors arising
from imperfectly purified remote entanglement will only af-
fect qubits on the perimeter of a module, these are marked
with bold edges. XM and ZM denote Pauli operators of mod-
ule qubits.
and a series of entanglement-purifying broker units on the
perimeter of the client array; each broker unit contains
several qubits as we presently discuss [see Fig. 1 (a)].
Quantum information is stored in client qubits, and bro-
kers are used to generate entanglements between neigh-
bouring modules. In each broker unit, there must be
at least one qubit that is optically coupled with another
module. Raw entanglement prepared with the optical
coupling is purified with the help of other qubits in bro-
ker units; the qubits forming the surface code ‘patch’
therefore never ‘see’ the raw entanglement, only the pu-
rified form. To provide a context for assessing the per-
formance of the hierarchical surface code, we also con-
sider the limit of small modules where each module may
contain only one client qubit and one broker unit [see
Fig. 1 (b)], in which case the sole broker unit services
links to all connected modules by rerouting the optical
connection as required. These small modules do not use
hierarchical surface code, instead relying on a single sur-
face code layer.
Intra-module CNOT gates are performed via interac-
tions between qubits within the module. We assume
that these CNOT gates are available for any pair of
nearest-neighbouring qubits in the same module. For
client qubits in different modules, distributed CNOT
3gates are performed by consuming entanglement that has
been generated between brokers. The circuit for the dis-
tributed CNOT gate [21] is shown in Fig. 6 (a).
With the geometry of modules in Fig. 1, client qubits
on the perimeters of neighbouring modules are indi-
rectly coupled through brokers. Therefore, ultimately
a square lattice is formed by all client qubits of the net-
work, in which (intra-module or distributed) CNOT gates
are available for any pair of nearest-neighbouring qubits.
With such a lattice, we can implement the surface code
across the entire module network.
Within the surface-code lattice (Fig. 2), qubits are
divided into three groups: data qubits (circles), and
measurement-enabling qubits of two kinds: X ancil-
lary qubits (crosses) and Z ancillary qubits (squares).
The subspace for encoding information in the collec-
tive is defined by enforcing sets of stabilisers XXXX
and ZZZZ, which are products of Pauli operators on
four data qubits surrounding X ancillaries and Z ancil-
laries, respectively [17, 18]. Errors are detected by re-
peatedly measuring stabilisers [22] with circuits shown
in Fig. 6 (d) and (e).
IV. MODULAR SURFACE CODE AND
THRESHOLDS
In our modular network, errors associated with the
entanglement generated over network links are first re-
duced by entanglement purification. After the purifi-
cation, there are still some residual errors in the inter-
module entanglement because of the limited resources of
each broker unit. These residual entanglement errors, to-
gether with errors arising from intra-module operations,
are finally corrected by the surface code. Assuming the
entanglement is ideally in the form (|00〉+ |11〉)/√2, we
model the error-burdened entangled state as
E = F [1 ] + pX[X] + pZ[Z] + pZ[Z], (1)
where F = 1−pX−pY−pZ is the fidelity, the superopera-
tor [U ]ρ = UρU†, and X,Y, Z are Pauli operators on one
of two entangled qubits. For intra-module operations,
we assume a qubit may be initialised in the incorrect
state with the probability I; the measurement may re-
port an incorrect outcome with the probability M; and
each single-qubit gate and CNOT gate may induce an er-
ror with the probability 1 and 2, respectively. A noisy
gate is modelled as a perfect gate followed by single-qubit
depolarizing noise for single-qubit gates and two-qubit
depolarizing noise for the CNOT gate [23].
As one might expect, we find that if we consider mod-
ules containing a larger client array then more residual
entanglement errors can be corrected with the surface
code. This would be true even if we were to simply regard
all the ‘patches’ of surface code as part of a single surface
without giving any special status to the borders between
patches. However, in doing so we would be failing to ex-
ploit our knowledge that errors are more common along
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FIG. 3. Protocol for module-qubit stabiliser measurements.
Each full round of module-qubit stabiliser measurements in-
volves measuring both X stabilisers and Z stabilisers. To mea-
sure X (Z) stabilisers of module qubits, data qubits in X (Z)
modules are initialised in the state |0〉 (|+〉, which is prepared
by a Hadamard gate on the state |0〉) and measured in the
Z basis (X basis, which can be realised with the measure-
ment in the Z basis after a Hadamard gate) after n rounds
of physical-qubit stabiliser measurements. When measure-
ments of module-qubit X (Z) stabilisers are in progress, Z (X)
modules are not involved in physical-qubit stabiliser measure-
ments. Between each set of module-qubit stabiliser measure-
ments, physical-qubit stabiliser measurements are performed
on only Q modules for n rounds.
the perimeters. To properly exploit the potential advan-
tage of large modules, instead of continuously perform-
ing stabiliser measurements on the entire surface-code
lattice, we introduce an intermediate encoding based on
the client array of each module.
Similar to physical qubits on the surface-code lattice,
modules are also divided into three groups: Q modules,
X modules and Z modules (see Fig. 2). The client array
of each Q module itself is a piece of complete surface-
code lattice, hence one informational qubit can be en-
coded in each Q module, and we refer to this as a module
qubit. Moreover, the X modules and Z modules have roles
similar to X ancillary qubits and Z ancillary qubits in
the basic surface code: they perform X-stabiliser and Z-
stabiliser measurements on neighbouring module qubits,
respectively. Therefore, a network of modules forms a
surface code on a higher level where each module-qubit
now constitutes a basic unit. A logical qubit of the al-
gorithm being executed on the computer will be encoded
at this level, thus spanning multiple modules.
The protocol for performing stabiliser measurements
on the module-qubit level is shown in Fig. 3. The sta-
4biliser XXXX of four module qubits equals the prod-
uct of all physical-qubit stabilisers XXXX within the
X module. To measure the X-stabiliser of four mod-
ule qubits, firstly data qubits in the the correspond-
ing X module are all initialised in the state |0〉; sec-
ondly physical-qubit stabiliser measurements across the
X module and measured Q modules (see Fig. 7) are per-
formed for several rounds; finally all data qubits in the
X module are measured in the Z basis (see Fig. 3). The
module-qubit Z-stabiliser measurement is analogous. Be-
tween each set of module-qubit stabiliser measurements,
physical-qubit stabiliser measurements are performed on
only Q modules for several rounds.
Commensurate with our two-tier encoding, the error
correction includes two tiers. In the first tier the out-
comes of physical-qubit stabiliser measurements are used
to correct errors on the physical-qubit level. As we de-
scribe below, this process can exploit the highly inhomo-
geneous nature of the physical errors i.e. the high error
density at the border of each module’s ‘patch’ of surface
code. Once this step is complete, only sequences of er-
rors (error chains) that span entire module qubits can
survive. For Q modules, such an error is a bit or phase
flip of that specific module qubit. For the X and Z mod-
ules, whose role is to provide stabiliser measurement on
the surrounding four Q modules, the consequence of such
an error chain is that the stabiliser outcome is incorrectly
evaluated (i.e. it is the inverse of the correct outcome).
Both types of errors are handled in the second tier of the
process, where one simply regards each Q module as a
data qubit, and errors on these qubits are determined by
analysis of the imperfect stabiliser measurements in the
standard way (regardless of the fact that those measure-
ments derive from entire X and Z modules).
To understand how the inhomogeneity in the distri-
bution of errors is exploited, consider first the artificial
case that intra-module operations are perfect (i.e. I =
M = 1 = 2 = 0). Then all errors are due to
imperfectly-purified inter-module entanglement, and so
errors occur strictly on perimeters of client arrays (bold
lines in Fig. 2). During X-stabiliser measurements of
module qubits, in a Q module bit errors and stabiliser-
measurement errors occur with the rate pX + pY on the
two boundaries facing X modules (red bold lines), and
in an X module phase errors and stabiliser-measurement
errors occur with the rate pZ + pY on the entire perime-
ter (black bold lines). We note that on the corner of
X modules, error rates are approximately doubled. It is
similar for Z-stabiliser measurements of module qubits.
Here, pX, pY, pZ are error rates in the inter-module en-
tanglement after any purification has taken place. Er-
rors are restricted to the one-dimensional perimeter of
modules, but the correction process involves n rounds
and therefore the syndrome matching occurs in a two-
dimensional space: one spatial and one temporal. This
is in contrast to a standard surface code approach with
homogeneous errors in gates and measurements, where
we would need to match syndrome outcomes in a three-
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FIG. 4. Fault tolerance thresholds in terms of the rate of
errors on inter-module entanglement (1−F ) for modules with
different dimensions D. Here F is the fidelity subsequent to
any purification within broker units, so that we are seeing the
corrective power of the hierarchical surface code alone. For
context, thresholds for simple modules are marked with the
empty circle and square on the left vertical axis. We have
assumed that entanglement errors are unpolarised, i.e. pX =
pY = pZ, and all intra-module operations have the same error
rate I = M = 1 = 2 = . These thresholds are obtained by
counting errors on logical qubits encoded in (2L−1)×(2L−1)
module arrays (see Appendix C for details). The inset shows
logical error rates for D = 17 and L = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. With an
entanglement error rate lower than the threshold (the dotted
line in the inset), the logical error rate decreases with L (the
left side of the threshold in the inset). The dashed line denotes
inferred thresholds according to the difference (which is ∼
0.75%) between two solid lines.
dimensional array. There is a very significant advan-
tage in terms of the threshold: whereas the 3D thresh-
old is in the region of 1%, for the restricted 2D case it
is 10% [18]. Therefore, if entanglement error rates sat-
isfy pX + pY, pZ + pY < 10%, we are below threshold
and thus the rates of module-qubit errors after the first
step of error correction decrease with the dimension of
modules (i.e. size of two-dimensional error-correction lat-
tices). Moreover, if indeed the module-qubit error rates
decrease with the module dimension, then the thresh-
old for errors in the inter-module entanglement increases
with the module dimension. In the limit of large modules,
the threshold of entanglement error rate should approach
15% for depolarising errors, i.e. pX = pY = pZ. If we now
allow for a small but finite rate of errors for intra-module
operations and measurements, the proceeding remarks
all apply except that occasional errors will occur within
the perimeter of the ‘patches’ with the consequence that
the tolerance of noise on the inter-module links will be
somewhat reduced.
In Fig. 4 we show the results of a series of numerical
simulations which verify this analysis. The figure shows
the fault tolerance threshold for the rate of errors on the
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FIG. 5. The total count of physical qubits per logical qubit required to achieve the logical error rate L = 10−12. F is the
fidelity of the ‘raw’ entanglement between modules; we have assumed uniform raw entanglement errors in the form of Eq. (1),
i.e. pX = pY = pZ, and all intra-module operations have the same error rate I = M = 1 = 2 = 0.1%. Circles represent qubit
costs for modules with the dimension D ≥ 5, so that a module qubit can be encoded in each Q module. For such modules, the
module size (the total number of qubits in each module) equals D2 + 4D(nD + 1), where each broker contains nD + 1 qubits,
and nD is number of entanglement purification tiers (see Appendix E). Black squares represent qubit costs for simple modules
with only one broker. In each simple module, the qubit number is nD + 2. Gray squares correspond to simple modules with
four brokers, i.e. the module size equals 4nD + 5. The red triangle on the left vertical axis of (a) represents the qubit cost on
the monolithic architecture [24], i.e. when noisy network links are not used and all gates are performed with the lower error
rate of 0.1%. These qubit costs are obtained by numerically obtaining parameters 0 and κ in Eq. (2) (shown in Fig. 10, see
Appendix D for details).
inter-module entanglement, assuming that (purified) en-
tanglement errors are uniform over the X, Y and Z chan-
nels. Note that this is not a favourable assumption: if the
errors were not uniform, this would be an opportunity to
enhance the threshold by exploiting this knowledge in the
decoder. The numerical results reveal that the threshold
indeed increases with the module dimension, which coin-
cides with expectations from the preceding analysis. For
comparison we also find thresholds for simple modules,
i.e. each module only contains one client qubit as so we
do not use the hierarchical approach.
The observed thresholds vary from 1.65% to 9.9% de-
pending on the size of modules. When we allow for errors
induced by intra-module operations, the ability to correct
errors on the inter-module operations is reduced as ex-
pected, i.e. the threshold rate of tolerable inter-module
errors decreases with the error rate of intra-module op-
erations. Taking all intra-module operations to have the
same error rate I = M = 1 = 2 = 0.1%, we find that
the threshold of entanglement error rate is reduced by
0.75%. As shown in the figure, this reduction varies only
very slightly with the module dimension.
V. QUBIT COSTS
In the preceding analysis, we considered the structure
of the hierarchical surface code and its threshold in terms
of the rate of errors on inter-module entanglement; the
error rate was taken to be post-purification. Now in order
to find the optimal structure for a network architecture,
we must consider the power and cost of the brokering
units and optimise the number of qubits assigned to that
role. We can then find the overall resource cost of fault
tolerant computing given a specific error rate on the ‘raw’
inter-module entanglement.
In a quantum computer based on the surface code, the
unit of quantum computing is a logical qubit encoded in
a (2L − 1) × (2L − 1) qubit (module) array, where the
array distance L is the minimum number of data qubits
(Q modules) for defining a logical Pauli operator. Given
that operations are performed with an error rate lower
than the system’s threshold, the rate of logical errors de-
creases with the size of the logical qubit. The logical error
rate per surface code cycle, i.e. a full round of stabiliser
measurements, scales with the distance L as [24]
L ' 0e−κL, (2)
where parameters 0 and κ are determined by error rates
of operations.
In our network architecture, qubits used for entangle-
ment generation and purification do not participate form-
ing logical qubits, i.e. these qubits assigned to the ‘broker
units’ are an additional cost due to the modular archi-
tecture. It is non-trivial to optimise the partitioning of
qubits between broker units and the internal client ar-
6rays, in such a way as to minimise the total number of
qubits needed to achieve a given logical error rate. The
size of logical qubits (determined by parameters 0 and κ)
depends on the inter-module entanglement error rate af-
ter purification, and this rate will improve as more qubits
are dedicated to purification.
By numerically obtaining parameters 0 and κ, we can
find the cost of physical qubits per logical qubit (logical-
qubit size). We have considered error rates of intra-
module operations I = M = 1 = 2 = 0.1% and two
possible values for the error rate on the raw entangle-
ment: 1− F = 1.5% and 15%. The logical-qubit size for
achieving the logical error rate L = 10−12 is shown in
Fig. 5. The ‘raw’ entanglement error rate 1− F = 1.5%
is tenth of the theoretical threshold in the large module
limit. For this small entanglement error rate, we expect
that the purification is not necessary for large modules.
However a raw entanglement error rate 1 − F = 15% is
more practical for current technologies. For such a large
error rate, we see that entanglement purification is always
necessary.
In general, the qubit cost decreases with the size of
modules (total number of qubits in each module). When
the size of modules approaches a thousand qubits, the
qubit cost is about nine times higher than the cost on
the monolithic architecture. We note that a factor of
two is due to the two-tier encoding considered in this
paper. In this encoding, approximately half of modules
(i.e. the X and Z modules) are ancillaries for stabiliser
measurements. Without the overhead cost due to X and
Z modules, and if physical-qubit stabiliser measurements
are continuously performed across the whole module net-
work, isolated two-dimensional error-correction lattices
of entanglement errors merge into a single connected lat-
tice. The error correction on the connected lattice, which
is essentially three-dimensional, will be harder than the
error correction on isolated lattices. However, this disad-
vantage may be tolerable for very large modules, in which
case the overhead cost due to X and Z modules may not
be necessary. It would be interesting to perform an anal-
ysis of this case where modules are very large, exceeding
the size required for storing logical qubits, in order to de-
termine whether the hierarchical code introduced in this
paper remains useful in that domain.
In our analysis, we contrasted the performance of a
network of substantial modules with that of a network of
small modules, each containing one data qubit of a sim-
ple surface code. In terms of the total number of physical
qubits needed to achieve a given low error rate at the log-
ical level, our somewhat surprising conclusion was that
simple modules are only marginally inferior to large mod-
ules containing nearly a thousand qubits. In this sense,
our result is that the granularity of a network does not
strongly influence the resource costs. Thus experimen-
talists are free to build systems with whatever module
size suits their particular technologies without paying a
significant penalty in total qubit count. However as a
caveat we must remark that in our study we have as-
sumed that physical qubits have a long memory time,
so that memory errors are negligible on the timescale
required to perform the entanglement purification (see
Appendix E). If this is not the case, then a significant
advantage for large modules could emerge because less
purification tiers are necessary. An analysis of this sce-
nario would open the way to a full audit of the time cost
of network quantum computing, where the time needed
for the multiple rounds of stabilisation in the hierarchi-
cal picture is contrasted with the time needed for deep
purification circuits.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced a variant of the sur-
face code approach to fault tolerant quantum information
processing. Our variant is intended to support the net-
work paradigm for quantum computing: the machine is
divided into many modules which are connected by noisy
inter-links, and each module contains a plurality of well-
controlled (low noise) qubits. Our approach is a two-tier
hierarchical surface code, where the lower tier involves
assigning a ‘patch’ of surface code to each physical mod-
ule. Errors then occur primarily at patch boundaries and
this reduces the dimensionality of the syndrome matching
task, thus boosting the threshold. We consider a general
scenario where errors occurring on the inter-module links
are first purified by broker units and then handled by the
hierarchical code.
Both analytical reasoning and numerical results show
that larger modules have advantages: the threshold is
higher and the qubit cost is lower. However, the advan-
tage in qubit cost is not significant enough to conclude
that large modules are preferred platforms of quantum
computing, taking into account the difficulty of building
large modules. For small modules, we find that the size
∼ 8 qubits per module is optimal for practical entan-
glement noise purification, and the total qubit cost per
logical qubit is only fifteen times larger than the cost on
a monolithic architecture. Broadly our conclusion is that
the granularity of a network-based quantum computer
does not strongly affect the total resource costs, with the
consequence that experimental efforts can target what-
ever module size is most convenient for the particular
technology.
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8Appendix A: Circuits
Circuits for performing the distributed CNOT gate, entanglement purifications and stabiliser measurements, are
shown in Fig. 6.
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(a) Distributed CNOT gate (b) Bit-error purication (c) Phase-error purication
(d) X-stabiliser measurement (e) Z-stabiliser measurement
FIG. 6. Circuits for the distributed CNOT gate, entanglement purifications and stabiliser measurements. (a) This circuit
is equivalent to a CNOT gate on the qubit-c (control) and the qubit-t (target), up to Pauli gates Zc and Xt depending on
measurement outcomes. (b) and (c) If the ideal entangled state is in the form (|00〉 + |11〉)/√2, the output entanglement is
discarded if two measurement outcomes are different. In the bit-error purification, the bit-error rate is reduced from qB for
input entanglement to ∼ q2B for the post-selected output entanglement, but the phase-error rate is increased from qP to ∼ 2qP.
It is similar for the phase-error purification. (d) and (e) Each full round of stabiliser measurements involves both X-stabiliser
measurements and Z-stabiliser measurements. Labels of data qubits (see Fig. 2) indicate the sequence of CNOT gates (CNOT
gates with the same orientation are performed in parallel).
Appendix B: Module-qubit stabiliser measurements
The layout of module-qubit stabiliser measurements is shown in Fig. 7.
Appendix C: Simulation of thresholds
Logical-qubit error rates are obtained using the Monte Carlo method by simulating errors occurring on a logical
qubit encoded in a (2L − 1) × (2L − 1) module array during L rounds of module-qubit stabiliser measurements.
We have used the Edmonds’s minimum weight matching algorithm [25] in the surface-code error correction. In our
simulations, we have set n = (D + 1)/2 (see Fig. 3). For simple modules, the error correction is directly performed
on a conventional surface code error correction lattice. For large modules (D ≥ 5), the error correction has two
steps. Firstly, physical-qubit errors are corrected on the error correction lattice shown in Fig. 8(a), which is a three-
dimensional lattice formed by cubes with the side length ∼ n. After the first step, there are only module-qubit
errors left, which are further corrected on a conventional surface code error correction lattice representing the array
of module qubits.
When intra-module operations are ideal, i.e.  = 0 (see Fig. 4), errors (due to entanglement errors) only occur on
boundaries of connected cubes [see Fig. 8(a)]. These boundary surfaces are separated, hence errors on each boundary
surface can be individually corrected and simulated. By simulating errors on the surface of a X-module cube [black
surface of the red cube in Fig. 8(a)], we can find the rate PM of measurement errors of module-qubit X stabilisers
(measurement errors after the physical-qubit error correction). By simulating errors on the surface of a Q-module
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FIG. 7. Layout of module-qubit stabiliser measurements. When each module qubit is individually stabilised, only Q modules
are involved, and inter-module entanglement is not required. When module-qubit stabilisers are measured, either X modules or
Z modules are used to read stabilisers of module qubits, which needs inter-module entanglement for implementing distributed
CNOT gates.
cube connected with a Z-module cube [black surface of the purple cube in Fig. 8(a)], we can find the rate PP of
module-qubit phase errors during one round of module-qubit stabiliser measurements. It is similar for measurement
errors of module-qubit Z stabilisers and module-qubit bit errors. With error rates PM and PP, we can simulate
module-qubit errors on the conventional surface code error correction lattice to find the rate of logical-qubit errors.
When intra-module operations are not ideal, e.g.  = 0.1% (see Fig. 4), errors are not restricted to boundary
surfaces. In this case, the first step of the error correction (correcting physical-qubit errors) must be performed on the
entire lattice [see Fig. 8(a)]. However, for large modules (D ≥ 5), the entire lattice is too large to be directly simulated.
Therefore, we individually simulate errors in each cube to approximately calculate the rate of module-qubit errors.
We note that, when intra-module operations are not ideal, module-qubit errors also occur when module qubits are
stabilised (corresponding to Q-module cubes without contact with X-module or Z-module cubes), which must be taken
into account. Because we are interested in the case that intra-module operations have the error rate  = 0.1%, which
is much smaller than 1% the error-rate threshold for intra-module operations [26], probabilities of error chains (after
the physical-qubit error correction) decrease rapidly with their lengths. Therefore, by simulating cubes individually,
only the effect of errors (induced by intra-module operations) near boundary surfaces are approximately considered.
In Fig. 9, we compare module-qubit error rates obtained with individual cubes and error rates obtained on triple-
size lattices [see Fig. 8(b)]. Each triple-size lattice has the dimension ∼ 3n, in which the boundary effect has been
sufficiently considered. Even in the case of the smallest cube (D = 5), neglecting the boundary effect only slightly
changes error rates of module qubits.
10
FIG. 8. (a) Error correction lattice of physical-qubit errors. When intra-module operations are ideal, measurement errors of
module-qubit X stabilisers are all due to errors on the surface of X-module (red) cubes, and module-qubit phase errors are all
due to errors on the surface of Q-module (purple) cubes connected with Z-module (green) cubes. It is similar for measurement
errors of module-qubit Z stabilisers and module-qubit bit errors. (b) Triple-size lattices. On the triple-size lattice with a
X-module cube at the centre, errors near the boundary of the X-module cube are sufficiently considered. On the triple-size
lattice with a Q-module cube at the centre, errors near the boundary of the Q-module cube are sufficiently considered.
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FIG. 9. Module-qubit error rates. The rate of measurement errors of module-qubit X stabilisers PM and the rate of module-
qubit phase errors PP are obtained with individual cubes (black solid marks) and triple-size lattices (red empty marks). We
have assumed that the (purified) entanglement fidelity F = 97%, entanglement errors are unpolarised, i.e. pX = pY = pZ, and
all intra-module operations have the same error rate I = M = 1 = 2 = 0.1%.
Appendix D: Simulation of qubit costs
The qubit cost is calculated with parameters 0 and κ. For a given logical error rate L, one can find the minimum
L satisfying L ≥ 0e−κL. This minimum L determines the size of the logical qubit. The total number of qubits in
each logical qubit is (2L− 1)2 × S, where S is the number of qubits in each module (module size).
Parameters 0 and κ are shown in Fig. 10. For simple modules, parameters 0 and κ are obtained by directly fitting
logical qubit error rates for L = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 with the function
L = 0e−κL. (D1)
For large modules with D ≥ 5, because module-qubit error rates are very small, it is hard to directly find logical-
qubit error rates in simulations. Therefore, we firstly obtain the module-qubit error rates (PM, PP), and then we find
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FIG. 10. Parameters 0 and κ for entanglement error rates 1.5% [(a) and (c)] and 15% [(b) and (d)]. Marks consist with
Fig. 5. For simple modules, the module dimension is always D = 1, and the number of purification tiers increases form left to
right.
logical-qubit error rates for module-qubit error rates (rPM, rPP). Here, the ratio r is chosen so that (rPM, rPP) are
large enough for simulating logical-qubit error rates (not far below the threshold). Then, we fit logical-qubit error
rates for L = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 with the function [24]
L = e(α ln r+β)L+γ . (D2)
With fitting parameters α, β and γ, we can obtain parameters κ = β and 0 = eγ .
Appendix E: purification and time cost
In our simulations, we have considered the purification protocol proposed in Ref. [4], in which phase errors and bit
errors are corrected alternatively, i.e. in each tier of the purification either only phases errors or only bit errors are
corrected. Circuits for bit-error purification and phase-error purification are shown in Fig. 6 (b) and (c). The overall
purification protocol is shown in Fig. 11. Note that in our simulations, for distributed CNOT gates involving an X
(Z) ancillary qubits, phase (bit) errors are corrected in the first tier.
If the time cost of generating raw inter-module entanglement is much higher than the time cost of intra-module
operations, the time cost of one round of module-qubit stabiliser measurements is 2n ×N × τ , where half of the 4n
rounds of physical-qubit stabiliser measurements (see Fig. 3) need inter-module entanglement, N is the number of raw
entanglement pairs for preparing one pair of purified entanglement (see Table I), and τ is the time cost of preparing
one pair of raw entanglement. We note that we have taken n = (D + 1)/2 in our simulations. For simple modules, if
each module has only one broker, the time cost is amplified by a factor of 2. The overall time cost of the computing,
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FIG. 11. Protocol of the entanglement purification. (a) Firstly, the raw entanglement is generated with optically-coupled
qubits (qubits at the bottom), and this raw entanglement is transferred to the upper pair of qubits via swap gates. Each
swap gate is realised with three CNOT gates in our simulations. (b) The second raw engagement is generated with optically-
coupled qubits and is used to purity the raw entanglement on the upper pair of qubits. The first-tier purified entanglement is
then transferred upward. (c) The second first-tier purified entanglement is prepared and used to purify the previous first-tier
purified entanglement. With more qubits in each broker, by transferring purified entanglement upward, this purification process
continues until reaching the top of the broker. (d) The finally purified entanglement is used to perform the distributed CNOT
gates on client qubits.
F = 98.5%
PS = 99% PS = 99.9%
nD N nD N
0 1 0 1
1 4 1 4
2 8 2 12
3 16 3 20
4 32 4 40
5 64 5 80
6 132 6 158
7 268 7 320
8 544 8 646
F = 85%
PS = 99% PS = 99.9%
nD N nD N
0 1 0 1
1 6 1 10
2 18 2 26
3 32 3 44
4 66 4 92
5 114 5 150
6 218 6 286
7 420 7 542
8 848 8 1064
TABLE I. The number N of raw entanglement pairs required for obtaining one pair of nD-tier purified entanglement with
the success probability PS. The failure to prepare a purified entangled state results in missing the corresponding stabiliser
measurement for one round, i.e. the stabiliser measurement is not successful in that round, which could be compensated by
enlarging the logical qubit. When PS ∼ 99.9%, we expect that missing a small portion of stabiliser measurements only increases
the resource cost slightly. We have assumed that raw entanglement has the fidelity F , entanglement errors are unpolarised,
i.e. pX = pY = pZ, and all intra-module operations have the same error rate I = M = 1 = 2 = 0.1%.
i.e. the total rounds of module-qubit stabiliser measurements, depends on the algorithm, which beyond the scope of
this paper.
